
General Aviation Market Review
2020 1st Quarter Update
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Greater appetite for accounts �
that demonstrate:
�� Real and meaningful market engagement.
�� Stable procurement strategy.
�� Long-term profitability for insurers.
�� Positive control of attritional losses.
�� Transparent and detailed underwriting information 
including specific narrative around pilot training.
�� Strong safety control, including mitigation initiatives.

�� Growth in exposures.

Less favorable appetite for accounts  
that demonstrate:
�� Commoditized buying process.
�� Frequent insurer panel changes motivated by  
pricing alone.
�� Consistent attrition or high frequency and/or  
large losses.
�� A lack of engagement with insurers.
�� Poor communication of operational safety management.
�� Business impacted by sanction touch points.

Particular underwriter focus on:
�� Lower valued single aircraft policies and flying schools 
where there is limited Underwriter appetite.
�� Underwriters now looking for minimum premium levels 
for their lines.
�� Underwriters under pressure from management to cap 
maximumbrokerage amounts.

Underwriter appetite and focus
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Stable / long 
term partners 
who take a more 
considerate view 
of the market 

30% 
of Capacity 

Insurers under 
medium term 
pressure – have 
selective 
underwriting 
approach – but 
willing to engage  

40% 
of Capacity

Short term play.
Aware clients / 
brokers need 
their capacity.
Pricing 
Unscientific and 
opportunistic.

30% 
of Capacity
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Stable / long term Selective Opportunistic

these coverages for premium rate consideration.
However this does represent the opportunity to negotiate 

� Sub-limits
� Laying up returns
� Profit commission / No claims bonus
� Risk Bursaries
� Hull deductibles

additional expense coverages such as:
We are expecting continued review, deletion or limitation of 

Terms and conditions

premium increases are starting in the region of 50%.
annual premium in the first 3 weeks of the year. Renewal 
and further incidents in Kenya effectively eroding the entire 
started positively with the Ukraine International Airlines loss 
unexpected claim to be settled by this market. 2020 has not 
market in respect of the MH370 loss, causing significant, 
2019 an arbitration committee found against the Hull War 
The Hull War market is under significant pressure. In

Hull war and allied perils

  resource to deal with increased opportunities.
  with high volume of enquiries but not necessarily the
  broker lineslips. This may change as Insurers still faced

� Still appears minimal movement on the development of
� 2020 will see the loss of the CV Starr Consortium.

  to obtaining competitive supported terms.
� Detailed information including risk mitigation paramount

  against the lead carrier on price alone.
  continuity and markets have less appetite to quote
 
  

� Currently still finding inconsistency in rating between the

Marketing landscape

   
� We have also seen consolidation between 9 Insurers.
� Last 18 months has seen the withdrawal of 8 Insurers.

Market capacity

� Lead positions become less challenged as clients seek
London and International offices of certain insurers.

iiii See below for indicative pricing:
� Lead markets often find they have the cheapest terms.
iiii insurers, each taking a different approach to business.
� We are seeing continual trend of verticalisation from                

Pricing buckets

  quarter passes and Insurers meet their income targets.
� Trend appears to be that rating increases rise as each

  increases.
  wing operators who in particular are seeing significant

� Increases differ from business jet fleets to rotor
o   of increased rating levels.
� All General Aviation business now seeing application         

Definitive market direction

USD 35m (Hulls) and USD 345m (Liabilities).
� We estimate that this has resulted in lost capacity of 



Major General Aviation Losses 2019 and 2020

 
 

GMH Helicopter 
Services  
Eurocopter AS 
350B3 Ecureuil

Air dynasty  
AS350

Indian Air 
Force (Military)
Mil 17

Erickson Inc 
Sikorsky S-64E 
Skycrane 

Sudanese Air 
Force (Military) 
AN-12A 

Pakistan Army 
Aviation Corps 
(Military) 
Kingair 350 

TVPX
Challenger 600

Mountain Air Service 
and Taquan Air 
Twin Otter and Beaver

Warren Transport LLC & 
EE Operations LLC  
Falcon 900 & KingAir 350

Challenger Management LLC 
AW139

National 119 
Rescue Helicopters
EC 225 Super Puma 

Fuerza Aerea de Chile  
C-130

Archipeglagos Servicios Aereos 
BN Islander

Safari Helicopters
AS 350

Ukraine International Airline 
737-8KV
Hull War Loss Coulson Aviation

EC-130Q Hercules

Brisbane Helicopters Pty Ltd
UH-1H

Indonesiam Army (Military)
Mil17

Island Express 
Helicopters  
S-76B
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Data 
Accessible data platform providing  
analytical insight.

Benefits 
Enabling you to analyse your data, ultimately 
building your own risk management function. 

Knowledge 
Evaluation of risk and sector landscape through 
Industry insights, events and market updates.

Benefits 
Supporting a pro-active response to sector 
developments and risk trends.

Solutions 
Customised innovative solutions supporting your  
risk needs across people and assets.

Benefits 
Providing solutions for your asset and people risks,  
ensuring a holistic approach to risk management.

A Class: bringing defined strategy and benefitsData

Solutions Knowledge

Risk 
mitigation

Community

Knowledge SolutionsData
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